
Zhorn, Not Enough
Is there a way to show it, a better way to know it?
To do what should have been and earn the seed
I try to take a fortune as long as there's the dark room
I'm trapped within to kiss the wounds that bleed

(But) there's an angel to show me the way
As she promised me

Seems like a passing fancy, it just exists to be
I'm not as hard as nails when I'm alone
I want to bath in spotlight, a flame that's shining so bright
A place where shadows fade can't be my home

There's an angel to show me the way
As she promised me

Spring into fame, have a seat with me
Does anybody care if you fail? Just try!
It's not a sidelong glance, I am here to stay
I don't give a damn if you hate my style!

It's true I am the chosen
One Fighting with a beating heart
Born to be a superstar
Soon they'll know my name

Catch me, all my doubts are gone
Pacing for a second start
Paradise is not that far
When you're in the game

We've got the power, we've got faith
But we always miss the golden ways
Now we change the set and Z comes first
And all our words have to be heard
So load your harmful guns
But we are still the chosen Ones
We came to fight the world, but it's not enough
Not enough

We will travel and we'll reach the end
Is it hope, is it more? Does it worth all the pain we felt before?
Don' look back for we have gone too far
Life is now if you dare, don't just dream to be there, my dear
For it's not enough
Not enough
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